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Rhino-B is a brash, but sweet guy. Stag-B is a calm and scholarly adventurer.
Together these two young beetles make up the Bug Boys, best friends who
spend their time exploring the world of Bug Village and beyond, as well as their
own - sometimes confusing and complicated - thoughts and feelings. In their first
adventure, the Bug Boys travel through spooky caves, work with a spider to
found a library, save their town's popular honey supply from extinction, and even
make friends with ferocious termites! What challenges will these two earnest
beetles face? Whatever it is, you can be sure that Rhino-B and Stag-B will face it
together -- with the power of friendship behind them.
"A masterpiece of contemporary Bible translation and commentary."—Los Angeles
Times Book Review, Best Books of 1999 Acclaimed for its masterful new
translation and insightful commentary, The David Story is a fresh, vivid rendition
of one of the great works in Western literature. Robert Alter's brilliant translation
gives us David, the beautiful, musical hero who slays Goliath and, through his
struggles with Saul, advances to the kingship of Israel. But this David is also fully
human: an ambitious, calculating man who navigates his life's course with a
flawed moral vision. The consequences for him, his family, and his nation are
tragic and bloody. Historical personage and full-blooded imagining, David is the
creation of a literary artist comparable to the Shakespeare of the history plays.
C. S. Lewis was a British author, lay theologian, and contemporary of J.R.R.
Tolkien. The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe is the first book in The Chronicles
of Narnia.
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of
mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological
predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed
and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
It’s midsummer in Sweden—when the light lingers through dawn and a long,
isolating winter finally comes to an end. In this magical time, a brutal killer has
chosen to strike. A female priest—who made enemies and acolytes in equal
number—has been found hanging in her church. And a big-city lawyer quite
acquainted with death enters the scene as police and parishioners try to pick up
the pieces.... Not long ago, attorney Rebecka Martinsson had to kill three men in
order to stop an eerily similar murder spree—one that also involved a priest. Now
she is back in Kiruna, the region of her birth, while a determined policewoman
gnaws on the case and people who loved or loathed the victim mourn or revel in
her demise. The further Rebecka is drawn into the mystery—a mystery that will
soon take another victim—the more the dead woman’s world clutches her: a
world of hurt and healing, sin and sexuality, and, above all, of sacrifice. In prose
that is both lyrical and visceral, Åsa Larsson has crafted a novel of pure
entertainment, a taut, atmospheric mystery that will hold you in thrall until the last,
unforgettable page is turned
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'There is a plot, Harry Potter. A plot to make most terrible things happen at
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry this year.' Harry Potter's summer
has included the worst birthday ever, doomy warnings from a house-elf called
Dobby, and rescue from the Dursleys by his friend Ron Weasley in a magical
flying car! Back at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry for his second
year, Harry hears strange whispers echo through empty corridors - and then the
attacks start. Students are found as though turned to stone... Dobby's sinister
predictions seem to be coming true. Having now become classics of our time, the
Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all
ages. With its message of hope, belonging and the enduring power of truth and
love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new
readers.
"Getting the job done" for one single mom takes on a whole new meaning in
Finlay Donovan is Killing It. One of "The Most Anticipated Books of Winter 2021"
—Parade One of "The Most Anticipated Debuts of 2021" —Bustle One of "The
Most Anticipated Mysteries and Thrillers of 2021" —Goodreads One of "The Most
Anticipated Crime Books of 2021" —Crimereads “Funny and smart, twisty and
surprising.”—Megan Miranda Finlay Donovan is killing it . . . except, she’s really
not. She’s a stressed-out single-mom of two and struggling novelist, Finlay’s life
is in chaos: the new book she promised her literary agent isn’t written, her exhusband fired the nanny without telling her, and this morning she had to send her
four-year-old to school with hair duct-taped to her head after an incident with
scissors. When Finlay is overheard discussing the plot of her new suspense
novel with her agent over lunch, she’s mistaken for a contract killer, and
inadvertently accepts an offer to dispose of a problem husband in order to make
ends meet . . . Soon, Finlay discovers that crime in real life is a lot more difficult
than its fictional counterpart, as she becomes tangled in a real-life murder
investigation. Fast-paced, deliciously witty, and wholeheartedly authentic in
depicting the frustrations and triumphs of motherhood in all its messiness, hilarity,
and heartfelt moment, Finlay Donovan Is Killing It is the first in a brilliant new
series from YA Edgar Award nominee Elle Cosimano.
Ng-BookThe Complete Guide to AngularCreatespace Independent Publishing
Platform
Synopsis: A mother and son take the crosstown bus to the market and back. Along the
way, they capture thebeauty and varied colors of their vivid town.Target Letter-Sound
Correspondences: Foundational skills consolidation: Single consonants andshort
vowels; ff, gg, ll, nn, ss, tt, zz; /k/ ck; /ng/ ng, n[k], /th/ th, /hw/ wh; a, e, i, o, u; /?/ ee, y;
/ûr/ er; /aw/ a(l, ll); /l/ le; /d/ or /t/ -ed.
LEARN REACT TODAY The up-to-date, in-depth, complete guide to React and friends.
Become a ReactJS expert today
The Book of the Dead is an ancient Egyptian funerary text, used from the beginning of
the New Kingdom (around 1550 BCE) to around 50 BCE. This Reading & Answer Book
is for the student of hieroglyphs who wishes to extend their translation skills using real
ancient Egyptian texts. The pages contain the hieroglyphic text, phonetic transltion,
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literal and full translations and should be used with the accompanying Student Work
Book which contains only the hieroglyphic text and phonetic translation. Most of the text
is taken from the Papyrus of Any: The papyrus of Anwy (Any) was found at Thebes and
was purchased by the British Museum in 1888. It measures 78 feet by 1 foot 3 inches
and is the longest papyrus of the Theban Period. It is made up of 6 indivual parts. It
contains a number of chapters of the Book of the Dead, mostly accompanied by
illustrations. The titles of the chapters in the papyrus are written in red. In the following
texts a phonetic (grey) translation of the hieroglyphs is provided to aid word
identification in the Student Work Book and in the Reading & Answer Book, an English
transliteration and a full literal translation is given for reading and study. This work is
taken from the Papyrus of Anwy and other sources to complete the utterances of the
Book of the Dead.
He’s an ex-convict. I am the prized daughter of a family known for their name. We
always knew it couldn’t work, but that didn’t mean we wouldn’t try. But when we did, it
was all torn apart. He was locked away. And I was helpless to stop the mass
destruction that followed. He was wicked to my heart. And just like poison, the effects
can be dangerous.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “This book is a gift! I’ve been practicing their
strategies, and it’s a total game-changer.”—Brené Brown, PhD, author of the #1 New
York Times bestseller Dare to Lead This groundbreaking book explains why women
experience burnout differently than men—and provides a simple, science-based plan to
help women minimize stress, manage emotions, and live a more joyful life. Burnout.
Many women in America have experienced it. What’s expected of women and what
it’s really like to be a woman in today’s world are two very different things—and women
exhaust themselves trying to close the gap between them. How can you “love your
body” when every magazine cover has ten diet tips for becoming “your best self”?
How do you “lean in” at work when you’re already operating at 110 percent and aren’t
recognized for it? How can you live happily and healthily in a sexist world that is
constantly telling you you’re too fat, too needy, too noisy, and too selfish? Sisters Emily
Nagoski, PhD, and Amelia Nagoski, DMA, are here to help end the cycle of feeling
overwhelmed and exhausted. Instead of asking us to ignore the very real obstacles and
societal pressures that stand between women and well-being, they explain with
compassion and optimism what we’re up against—and show us how to fight back. In
these pages you’ll learn • what you can do to complete the biological stress cycle—and
return your body to a state of relaxation • how to manage the “monitor” in your brain
that regulates the emotion of frustration • how the Bikini Industrial Complex makes it
difficult for women to love their bodies—and how to defend yourself against it • why rest,
human connection, and befriending your inner critic are keys to recovering and
preventing burnout With the help of eye-opening science, prescriptive advice, and
helpful worksheets and exercises, all women will find something transformative in these
pages—and will be empowered to create positive change. Emily and Amelia aren’t here
to preach the broad platitudes of expensive self-care or insist that we strive for the
impossible goal of “having it all.” Instead, they tell us that we are enough, just as we
are—and that wellness, true wellness, is within our reach. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BOOKRIOT “Burnout is the gold standard of self-help
books, delivering cutting-edge science with energy, empathy, and wit. The authors
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know exactly what’s going on inside your frazzled brain and body, and exactly what
you can do to fix it. . . . Truly life-changing.”—Sarah Knight, New York Times bestselling
author of Calm the F*ck Down
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A REESE WITHERSPOON x HELLO
SUNSHINE BOOK CLUB PICK A PENGUIN BOOK CLUB PICK "Beautifully written and
incredibly funny. . . I fell in love with Eleanor; I think you will fall in love, too!" --Reese
Witherspoon Smart, warm, uplifting, the story of an out-of-the-ordinary heroine whose
deadpan weirdness and unconscious wit make for an irresistible journey as she realizes
the only way to survive is to open her heart. No one's ever told Eleanor that life should
be better than fine. Meet Eleanor Oliphant: She struggles with appropriate social skills
and tends to say exactly what she's thinking. Nothing is missing in her carefully
timetabled life of avoiding social interactions, where weekends are punctuated by
frozen pizza, vodka, and phone chats with Mummy. But everything changes when
Eleanor meets Raymond, the bumbling and deeply unhygienic IT guy from her office.
When she and Raymond together save Sammy, an elderly gentleman who has fallen
on the sidewalk, the three become the kinds of friends who rescue one another from
the lives of isolation they have each been living. And it is Raymond's big heart that will
ultimately help Eleanor find the way to repair her own profoundly damaged one.
"We were a family of three girls. By Chinese standards, that wasn't lucky. In Chinatown,
everyone knew our story. Outsiders jerked their chins, looked at us, shook their heads.
We heard things." In this profoundly moving novel, Fae Myenne Ng takes readers into
the hidden heart of San Francisco's Chinatown, to the world of one family's honor, their
secrets, and the lost bones of a "paper father." Two generations of the Leong family live
in an uneasy tension as they try to fathom the source of a brave young girl's sorrow.
Oldest daughter Leila tells the story: of her sister Ona, who has ended her young,
conflicted life by jumping from the roof of a Chinatown housing project; of her mother
Mah, a seamstress in a garment shop run by a "Chinese Elvis"; of Leon, her father, a
merchant seaman who ships out frequently; and the family's youngest, Nina, who has
escaped to New York by working as a flight attendant. With Ona and Nina gone, it is up
to Leila to lay the bones of the family's collective guilt to rest, and find some way to
hope again. Fae Myenne Ng's luminous debut explores what it means to be a stranger
in one's own family, a foreigner in one's own neighborhood--and whether it's possible to
love a place that may never feel quite like home.
The acclaimed debut novel by the author of Little Fires Everywhere. “A taut tale of ever
deepening and quickening suspense.” —O, the Oprah Magazine “Explosive . . . Both a
propulsive mystery and a profound examination of a mixed-race family.”
—Entertainment Weekly “Lydia is dead. But they don’t know this yet.” So begins this
exquisite novel about a Chinese American family living in 1970s small-town Ohio. Lydia
is the favorite child of Marilyn and James Lee, and her parents are determined that she
will fulfill the dreams they were unable to pursue. But when Lydia’s body is found in the
local lake, the delicate balancing act that has been keeping the Lee family together is
destroyed, tumbling them into chaos. A profoundly moving story of family, secrets, and
longing, Everything I Never Told You is both a gripping page-turner and a sensitive
family portrait, uncovering the ways in which mothers and daughters, fathers and sons,
and husbands and wives struggle, all their lives, to understand one another.
ng-book. The in-depth, complete, and up-to-date book on Angular 4. Become an
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Angular 4 expert today. Updated for Angular 4, Angular CLI, and Community Style
Guide Ready to master Angular 4? What if you could master the entire framework - with
solid foundations - in less time without beating your head against a wall? Imagine how
quickly you could work if you knew the best practices and the best tools? Stop wasting
your time searching and have everything you need to be productive in one, wellorganized place, with complete examples to get your project up without needing to
resort to endless hours of research. You will learn what you need to know to work
professionally with ng-book: The Complete Book on Angular 4. Get up and running
quickly The first chapter opens with building your first Angular 4 app. Within the first few
minutes, you'll know enough to have an app running Lots of Sample Apps and Code
When you buy ng-book, you're not buying just a book, but dozens of code examples.
Every chapter in the book comes with a complete project that uses the concepts in the
chapter. The code is available for download, free from our website. Table of Contents
Writing your first Angular 4 web application How Angular Works Built-in Directives
Forms in Angular 2 HTTP and APIs Routing Dependency Injection Data Architecture in
Angular 2 Data Architecture with Observables and RxJS Data Architecture with Redux
Redux and TypeScript Data Architecture with Redux Advanced Components Testing
Converting an Angular 1 app to Angular 4 Comprehensive You'll learn core Angular 4
concepts - from how Angular works under the hood, to rich interactive components,
from in-depth testing to real-world applications Best Practices Learn Angular 4 best
practices, such as: testing, code organization, and how to structure your app for
performance. We'll walk through practical, common examples of how to implement
complete components of your applications Example Apps included in the book The
book comes with sample apps that show you how to create: A component-based Reddit
clone A real-time chat app using RxJS Observables A YouTube search-as-you-type
app A Spotify search for tracks with playable song preview Plus lots more miniexamples that show you how to write Components, how to use Forms, and how to use
APIs The code examples currently have over 5,500+ lines of runnable code
(TypeScript, non-comment lines) What our Customers Say "Fantastic work guys! I have
no idea where I'd be with Angular without ng-book. You guys have made this SOOOO
much easier to learn and keep up with. Thanks again..you guys are awesome!" -Jacob Cheriathundam "Just finished ng-book2. I think it is the best learning material
one can find about Angular today." -- Jegor Uglov FAQ What version does the book
cover? This revision of the book covers up to angular-4.1.0. An updated version of the
code is available for free at our website. Do I have to know Angular 1? Nope! We don't
assume that you've used Angular 1. This book teaches Angular 4 from the ground up.
Of course, if you've used Angular 1, we'll point out common ideas (because there are
many), but ng-book stands on its own Is ng-book an upgrade to ng-book 1? No. This is
a completely new book and shares no content or code with ng-book 1. Angular 1 and
Angular 2+ are two different frameworks and ng-book 1 and ng-book are two different
books.
New York Times Best Seller USA Today Best Seller io9's New Sci-Fi and Fantasy
Books You Need to Put On Your Radar This Fall Kirkus' SF/F Books to Watch Out for
in 2018 Popular Mechanics Best Books of 2018 (So Far) Goodreads' Most Anticipated
Fantasy and Science Fiction Books The Consuming Fire—the New York Times and USA
Today bestselling sequel to the 2018 Hugo Award Best Novel finalist and 2018 Locus
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Award-winning The Collapsing Empire—an epic space-opera novel in the bestselling
Interdependency series, from the Hugo Award-winning and New York Times bestselling
author John Scalzi The Interdependency—humanity’s interstellar empire—is on the
verge of collapse. The extra-dimensional conduit that makes travel between the stars
possible is disappearing, leaving entire systems and human civilizations stranded.
Emperox Grayland II of the Interdependency is ready to take desperate measures to
help ensure the survival of billions. But arrayed before her are those who believe the
collapse of the Flow is a myth—or at the very least an opportunity to an ascension to
power. While Grayland prepares for disaster, others are prepare for a civil war. A war
that will take place in the halls of power, the markets of business and the altars of
worship as much as it will between spaceships and battlefields. The Emperox and her
allies are smart and resourceful, as are her enemies. Nothing about this will be easy...
and all of humanity will be caught in its consuming fire. The Interdependency Series 1.
The Collapsing Empire 2. The Consuming Fire At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
An introduction to a broad range of topics in deep learning, covering mathematical and
conceptual background, deep learning techniques used in industry, and research
perspectives. “Written by three experts in the field, Deep Learning is the only
comprehensive book on the subject.” —Elon Musk, cochair of OpenAI; cofounder and
CEO of Tesla and SpaceX Deep learning is a form of machine learning that enables
computers to learn from experience and understand the world in terms of a hierarchy of
concepts. Because the computer gathers knowledge from experience, there is no need
for a human computer operator to formally specify all the knowledge that the computer
needs. The hierarchy of concepts allows the computer to learn complicated concepts by
building them out of simpler ones; a graph of these hierarchies would be many layers
deep. This book introduces a broad range of topics in deep learning. The text offers
mathematical and conceptual background, covering relevant concepts in linear algebra,
probability theory and information theory, numerical computation, and machine
learning. It describes deep learning techniques used by practitioners in industry,
including deep feedforward networks, regularization, optimization algorithms,
convolutional networks, sequence modeling, and practical methodology; and it surveys
such applications as natural language processing, speech recognition, computer vision,
online recommendation systems, bioinformatics, and videogames. Finally, the book
offers research perspectives, covering such theoretical topics as linear factor models,
autoencoders, representation learning, structured probabilistic models, Monte Carlo
methods, the partition function, approximate inference, and deep generative models.
Deep Learning can be used by undergraduate or graduate students planning careers in
either industry or research, and by software engineers who want to begin using deep
learning in their products or platforms. A website offers supplementary material for both
readers and instructors.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER A NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW EDITORS' CHOICE
Proclaimed as “truly spellbinding,” a “great fable” that “functions as transporting
romance” by the Guardian, the runaway #1 international bestseller "A rich, gothic
entertainment that explores what books have trapped inside them and reminds us of
the power of storytelling. Spellbinding.” — TRACY CHEVALIER Imagine you could
erase grief. Imagine you could remove pain. Imagine you could hide the darkest, most
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horrifying secret. Forever. Young Emmett Farmer is working in the fields when a
strange letter arrives summoning him away from his family. He is to begin an
apprenticeship as a Bookbinder—a vocation that arouses fear, superstition, and
prejudice amongst their small community, but one neither he nor his parents can afford
to refuse. For as long as he can recall, Emmett has been drawn to books, even though
they are strictly forbidden. Bookbinding is a sacred calling, Seredith informs her new
apprentice, and he is a binder born. Under the old woman’s watchful eye, Emmett
learns to hand-craft the elegant leather-bound volumes. Within each one they will
capture something unique and extraordinary: a memory. If there’s something you want
to forget, a binder can help. If there’s something you need to erase, they can assist.
Within the pages of the books they create, secrets are concealed and the past is locked
away. In a vault under his mentor’s workshop rows upon rows of books are
meticulously stored. But while Seredith is an artisan, there are others of their kind,
avaricious and amoral tradesman who use their talents for dark ends—and just as
Emmett begins to settle into his new circumstances, he makes an astonishing
discovery: one of the books has his name on it. Soon, everything he thought he
understood about his life will be dramatically rewritten. An unforgettable novel of
enchantment, mystery, memory, and forbidden love, The Binding is a beautiful homage
to the allure and life-changing power of books—and a reminder to us all that knowledge
can be its own kind of magic.
LDA's step-by-step multi-sensory literacy programme for all dyslexic pupils has just got
better! The publisher is replacing the original series with new editions of all six books,
featuring fresh designs and new illustrations. Each new book will also include a colour
card pack and an audio CD. Books 1-4 (already published) covered all the letters of the
alphabet, and on completion of the third book pupils had mastered consonant digraphs
and consonant clusters. Book 5 is geared to the needs ofslightly older pupils and
introduces long vowels. It contains between 60 photocopiable worksheets, teacher's
notes, photocopiable reference sheets and card packs covering: ou, -ful, -ie, -ick, -tion,
-le, -tch, ir, ur, oy, oi, ie, au, aw, ph, ew, ei, -ue, -ous, ch, -ti, -ci, -ssi, -xi, -ture.
Find out what happens after the “I do"s! Delve deeper into all of the emotion and
drama. Last time we said goodbye to a mentor and hello to a new mayor, but what will
the future hold for the rest of Riverdale? Is Reggie destined for a lifetime behind bars?
And what’s the deal with Dilton? These questions and more will be answered in this
volume of Archie: The Married Life. Collects chapters 7-12 of both Archie Marries
Veronica and Archie Marries Betty, the most critically acclaimed storyline Archie has
ever published.
With half a million copies in print, How to Read a Book is the best and most successful
guide to reading comprehension for the general reader, completely rewritten and
updated with new material. A CNN Book of the Week: “Explains not just why we should
read books, but how we should read them. It's masterfully done.” –Farheed Zakaria
Originally published in 1940, this book is a rare phenomenon, a living classic that
introduces and elucidates the various levels of reading and how to achieve them—from
elementary reading, through systematic skimming and inspectional reading, to speed
reading. Readers will learn when and how to “judge a book by its cover,” and also how
to X-ray it, read critically, and extract the author’s message from the text. Also included
is instruction in the different techniques that work best for reading particular genres,
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such as practical books, imaginative literature, plays, poetry, history, science and
mathematics, philosophy and social science works. Finally, the authors offer a
recommended reading list and supply reading tests you can use measure your own
progress in reading skills, comprehension, and speed.
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and
1611, coincided with an extraordinary flowering of English literature and is universally
acknowledged as the greatest influence on English-language literature in history. Now,
world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of
beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative,
and personal engagements with the spirituality and the language of the text make the
Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming
contemporary relevance.
Two years after the MagiMax incident, everything seemed to be peaceful. Until one
day, Soarame and his friends received a threat from an unknown source. The
unbelievable discoveries thus come one after another...
Summary Angular Development with TypeScript, Second Edition is an intermediatelevel tutorial that introduces Angular and TypeScript to developers comfortable with
building web applications using other frameworks and tools. Purchase of the print book
includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.
About the Technology Whether you're building lightweight web clients or full-featured
SPAs, Angular is a clear choice. The Angular framework is fast, efficient, and widely
adopted. Add the benefits of developing in the statically typed, fully integrated
TypeScript language, and you get a programming experience other JavaScript
frameworks just can't match. About the Book Angular Development with TypeScript,
Second Edition teaches you how to build web applications with Angular and TypeScript.
Written in an accessible, lively style, this illuminating guide covers core concerns like
state management, data, forms, and server communication as you build a full-featured
online auction app. You'll get the skills you need to write type-aware classes, interfaces,
and generics with TypeScript, and discover time-saving best practices to use in your
own work. What's inside Code samples for Angular 5, 6, and 7 Dependency injection
Reactive programming The Angular Forms API About the Reader Written for
intermediate web developers familiar with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. About the
Author Yakov Fain and Anton Moiseev are experienced trainers and web application
developers. They have coauthored several books on software development. Table of
Contents Introducing Angular The main artifacts of an Angular app Router basics
Router advanced Dependency injection in Angular Reactive programming in Angular
Laying out pages with Flex Layout Implementing component communications Change
detection and component lifecycle Introducing the Forms API Validating forms
Interacting with servers using HTTP Interacting with servers using the WebSocket
protocol Testing Angular applications Maintaining app state with ngrx
Ready to master AngularJS? What if you could master the entire framework - with solid
foundations - in less time without beating your head against a wall? Imagine how
quickly you could work if you knew the best practices and the best tools? Stop wasting
your time searching and have everything you need to be productive in one, wellorganized place, with complete examples to get your project up without needing to
resort to endless hours of research.
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The #1 New York Times bestseller! Now a Hulu original series starring Reese
Witherspoon and Kerry Washington. “I read Little Fires Everywhere in a single,
breathless sitting.” —Jodi Picoult “To say I love this book is an understatement. It’s a
deep psychological mystery about the power of motherhood, the intensity of teenage
love, and the danger of perfection. It moved me to tears.” —Reese Witherspoon
“Extraordinary . . . books like Little Fires Everywhere don't come along often.” —John
Green From the bestselling author of Everything I Never Told You, a riveting novel that
traces the intertwined fates of the picture-perfect Richardson family and the enigmatic
mother and daughter who upend their lives. In Shaker Heights, a placid, progressive
suburb of Cleveland, everything is planned—from the layout of the winding roads, to the
colors of the houses, to the successful lives its residents will go on to lead. And no one
embodies this spirit more than Elena Richardson, whose guiding principle is playing by
the rules. Enter Mia Warren—an enigmatic artist and single mother—who arrives in this
idyllic bubble with her teenaged daughter Pearl, and rents a house from the
Richardsons. Soon Mia and Pearl become more than tenants: all four Richardson
children are drawn to the mother-daughter pair. But Mia carries with her a mysterious
past and a disregard for the status quo that threatens to upend this carefully ordered
community. When old family friends of the Richardsons attempt to adopt a ChineseAmerican baby, a custody battle erupts that dramatically divides the town—and puts Mia
and Elena on opposing sides. Suspicious of Mia and her motives, Elena is determined
to uncover the secrets in Mia’s past. But her obsession will come at unexpected and
devastating costs. Little Fires Everywhere explores the weight of secrets, the nature of
art and identity, and the ferocious pull of motherhood—and the danger of believing that
following the rules can avert disaster. Named a Best Book of the Year by: People, The
Washington Post, Bustle, Esquire, Southern Living, The Daily Beast, GQ,
Entertainment Weekly, NPR, Amazon, Barnes & Noble, iBooks, Audible, Goodreads,
Library Reads, Book of the Month, Paste, Kirkus Reviews, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, and
many more... Perfect for book clubs! Visit celesteng.com for discussion guides and
more.
If you want to build cross-platform web applications using the robust Angular web
framework, this book is for you. Learning Angular will cover the core concepts of
frontend web development using easy-to-follow instructions to help you get up and
running with Angular web development in no time.
As developers know, the beauty of XML is that it is extensible, even to the point that
you can invent new elements and attributes as you write XML documents. Then,
however, you need to define your changes so that applications will be able to make
sense of them and this is where XML schema languages come into play. RELAX NG
(pronounced relaxing), the Regular Language Description for XML Core--New
Generation is quickly gaining momentum as an alternative to other schema languages.
Designed to solve a variety of common problems raised in the creation and sharing of
XML vocabularies, RELAX NG is less complex than The W3C's XML Schema
Recommendation and much more powerful and flexible than DTDs. RELAX NG is a
grammar-based schema language that's both easy to learn for schema creators and
easy to implement for software developers In RELAX NG, developers are introduced to
this unique language and will learn a no-nonsense method for creating XML schemas.
This book offers a clear-cut explanation of RELAX NG that enables intermediate and
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advanced XML developers to focus on XML document structures and content rather
than battle the intricacies of yet another convoluted standard. RELAX NG covers the
following topics in depth: Introduction to RELAX NG Building RELAX NG schemas
using XML syntax Building RELAX NG schemas using compact syntax, an alternative
non-XML syntax Flattening schemas to limit depth and provide reusability Using
external datatype libraries with RELAX NG W3C XML Schema regular expressions
Writing extensible schemas Annotating schemas Generating schemas form different
sources Determinism and datatype assignment and much more. If you're looking for a
schema language that's easy to use and won't leave you in a labyrinth of obscure
limitations, RELAX NG is the language you should be using. And only O'Reilly's RELAX
NG gives you the straightforward information and everything else you'll need to take
advantage of this powerful and intelligible language.
When old Mr. Haktak digs up a curious brass pot in his garden, he has no idea what
use it can be. On his way home, Mr. Haktak decides to carry his coin purse in the
mysterious pot. But when Mrs. Haktak's hairpin accidentally slips into the pot and she
reaches in to retrieve it, the magic of the pot is revealed. Not only are there two hairpins
inside, but there are also two purses!
A new epic of love and war among gods and humans, from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Awakening. The world of magick and the world of man have
long been estranged from one another. But some can walk between the two—including
Breen Siobhan Kelly. She has just returned to Talamh, with her friend, Marco, who’s
dazzled and disoriented by this realm—a place filled with dragons and faeries and
mermaids (but no WiFi, to his chagrin). In Talamh, Breen is not the ordinary young
schoolteacher he knew her as. Here she is learning to embrace the powers of her true
identity. Marco is welcomed kindly by her people—and by Keegan, leader of the Fey.
Keegan has trained Breen as a warrior, and his yearning for her has grown along with
his admiration of her strength and skills. But one member of Breen’s bloodline is not
there to embrace her. Her grandfather, the outcast god Odran, plots to destroy
Talamh—and now all must unite to defeat his dark forces. There will be losses and
sorrows, betrayal and bloodshed. But through it, Breen Siobhan Kelly will take the next
step on the journey to becoming all that she was born to be.
A famous actress and her much-loved and pampered cat arrive at the Van de Lune Hotel but
disaster strikes when the cat is catnapped. Posters are put up around the town and everyone
is on the lookout for the missing moggy. Otto disappears too - Freddie discovers that there's a
mystery to be solved . . .
After a public meltdown over her breakup from her cheating musician boyfriend, Cherisse
swore off guys in the music industry, and dating in general for a while, preferring to focus on
growing her pastry chef business. When Cherisse's younger sister reveals she's getting
married in a few months, Cherisse hopes that will distract her mother enough to quit harassing
her about finding a guy, settling down and having kids. But her mother's matchmaking keeps
intensifying. Cherisse tries to humour her mother, hoping if she feigns interest in the eligible
bachelors she keeps tossing her way, she'll be off the hook, but things don't quite go as
planned. Turns out for the first time in ages, she and Keiran King, the most annoying man ever,
are on the island at the same time. Avoiding him is impossible, especially when Keiran's close
friend is the one marrying her sister, and he's the best man to her maid of honour. Keiran
doesn't know what to make of Cherisse now. They've always butted heads. To him she's
always been a stuck-up brat who seeks attention, even while he secretly harbored a crush on
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her. Now with Cherisse's sister marrying one of his good friends he can't escape her as the
wedding activities keep throwing them together. When things turn heated after a rainy night of
bedroom fun, they both have to figure out if they can survive the countdown to wedding day,
without this turning into a recipe for disaster.
Jack Hart, master writing coach and former managing editor of the Oregonian, has guided
several Pulitzer Prize–winning narratives to publication. Since its publication in 2011, his book
Storycraft has become the definitive guide to crafting narrative nonfiction. This is the book to
read to learn the art of storytelling as embodied in the work of writers such as David Grann,
Mary Roach, Tracy Kidder, and John McPhee. In this new edition, Hart has expanded the
book’s range to delve into podcasting and has incorporated new insights from recent research
into storytelling and the brain. He has also added dozens of new examples that illustrate
effective narrative nonfiction. This edition of Storycraft is also paired with Wordcraft, a new
incarnation of Hart’s earlier book A Writer’s Coach, now also available from Chicago.
The second book in Suzanne Collins's phenomenal and worldwide bestselling Hunger Games
trilogy.
Presents a collection of portraits of prominent cartoonists, illustrators, and animators.
A "New York Times "Bestseller "An intoxicating urban-fantasy series . . . Fans will be calling for
more." --NPR.org
ng-book. The in-depth, complete, and up-to-date book on Angular. Become an Angular expert
today. Updated for Angular, Angular CLI, and Community Style Guide Ready to master
Angular? What if you could master the entire framework - with solid foundations - in less time
without beating your head against a wall? Imagine how quickly you could work if you knew the
best practices and the best tools? Stop wasting your time searching and have everything you
need to be productive in one, well-organized place, with complete examples to get your project
up without needing to resort to endless hours of research. You will learn what you need to
know to work professionally with ng-book: The Complete Book on Angular. Get up and running
quickly The first chapter opens with building your first Angular app. Within the first few minutes,
you'll know enough to have an app running Lots of Sample Apps and Code When you buy ngbook, you're not buying just a book, but dozens of code examples. Every chapter in the book
comes with a complete project that uses the concepts in the chapter. The code is available for
download, free from our website. Table of Contents Writing your first Angular web application
How Angular Works Built-in Directives Forms in Angular 2 HTTP and APIs Routing
Dependency Injection Data Architecture in Angular 2 Data Architecture with Observables and
RxJS Data Architecture with Redux Redux and TypeScript Data Architecture with Redux
Advanced Components Testing Converting an Angular 1 app to Angular Comprehensive You'll
learn core Angular concepts - from how Angular works under the hood, to rich interactive
components, from in-depth testing to real-world applications Best Practices Learn Angular best
practices, such as: testing, code organization, and how to structure your app for performance.
We'll walk through practical, common examples of how to implement complete components of
your applications Example Apps included in the book The book comes with sample apps that
show you how to create: A component-based Reddit clone A real-time chat app using RxJS
Observables A YouTube search-as-you-type app A Spotify search for tracks with playable
song preview Plus lots more mini-examples that show you how to write Components, how to
use Forms, and how to use APIs The code examples currently have over 5,500+ lines of
runnable code (TypeScript, non-comment lines) What our Customers Say "Fantastic work
guys! I have no idea where I'd be with Angular without ng-book. You guys have made this
SOOOO much easier to learn and keep up with. Thanks again..you guys are awesome!" -Jacob Cheriathundam "Just finished ng-book2. I think it is the best learning material one can
find about Angular today." -- Jegor Uglov FAQ What version does the book cover? This
revision of the book covers up to angular-4.1.0. An updated version of the code is available for
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free at our website. Do I have to know Angular 1? Nope! We don't assume that you've used
Angular 1. This book teaches Angular from the ground up. Of course, if you've used Angular 1,
we'll point out common ideas (because there are many), but ng-book stands on its own Is ngbook an upgrade to ng-book 1? No. This is a completely new book and shares no content or
code with ng-book 1. Angular 1 and Angular 2+ are two different frameworks and ng-book 1
and ng-book are two different books.
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